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Abstract
Assumption-basedtruth maintenancesystemshave
becomea powerful and widely used tool in Artifi-
cial Intelligence problem solvers. The basic ATMS
is restrictedto acceptingonly horn clausejustifica-
tions. Although various generalizationshave been
madeandproposedto allow an ATMS to handlemore
general clauses,they have all involved the addition
of complex anddifficult to integrat~’hyperresolution
rules. This paper presentsan alternativeapproach
basedon negatedassumptionswhich integratessim-
ply and cleanly into existing ATMS algorithmsand
which does not require the use of a hyperresolution
rule to ensurelabel consistency.

1 Overview
Assumption-basedtruth maintenancesystems[2] havebe-
come a powerful and widely used tool in Artificial Intelli-
genceproblemsolvers. For example,they havebeenused
for qualitative reasoning[9], diagnosis [4], interpretation
of visual scenes[12], andevidential reasoning[ii, as well
as beingincorporatedinto a variety of commerciallyavail-
able expert systemshells [11; 8; 10]. The basic ATMS [2]
is restricted to acceptingonly horn clausejustifications.
Although the variousgeneralizationshave beenmadeand
proposedr3; 13] to allow an ATMS to handle more gen-
eral clauses,they have all involved the addition of corn-
plex and difficult to integrate hyperresolutionrules, This
paperpresentsan alternativeapproachbasedon negated
assumptionswhich integratessimply and cleanly into ex-
isting ATMS algorithmsandwhichdoesnot require theuse
of a hyperresolutionrule to maintain label consistency.

2 ATMS background
2.1 Basic propositional definitions
This papertakesthe perspectiveof 131 viewing the AIMS
asmaking inferencesover propositions.A literal is a propo-
sitional symbol (called a positive literal) or thenegationof
a propositionalsymbol (calleda negative literal) A clause
is a finite disjunction L

1
V ‘‘‘V L~of literals, with no literal

repeated.A posztiveclauseconsistsonly of positive liter-
als. A negativeclauseconsistsonly of negativeliterals. A
horn clause is a clause with at most one positive literal.
Note that the horn clause,

iV’’’VTh~mVu1,

is equivalent to the material implication:

~iA’’’A~m ~

1Corrected(as of September30, 1988)versionof theAAAI-
88 paper.

and the horn clause,

is equivalentto the material implication:

where representsfalse.

2.2 Basic definitions for the ATMS
An AIMS-based problem solver consists of an inference
engine coupled to an AIMS. Every datum which the in-
ferenceenginereasonsab’ut is assignedan AIMS node.
The inferenceenginedesignatesa subsetof the nodesto
be assumptions— nodeswhich are presumedt he true
unlessthere is evidenceto thecontrary. The distinguished
node ~Ldesignatesfalse. Every important derivation made
by the inferenceengineis recordedasa justification:

Here ~, . . . , ~k are the antecedentnodesand n is the con-
sequentnode (in this paper we makethe simplifying pre-
suppositionthat consequentscan not be assumptions).An
ATMS environmentis a setof assumptions.

The ATMS doespropositionalreasoningover thenodes.
Every nodeis a propositionalsymbol, and everyjustifica-
tion is a horn clause. An environment is a conjunctionof
propositional symbols. Throughout this paperC refersto
theset of clausescorrespondingto thejustifications which
havebeen conimunicatedto the ATMS.

A node a is said to hold in environment E if a can be
propositionallv derived from the union of E with C. An
environment is inconsistent (called nogood) if the distin-
guished node V holds in it. A nogood is minimal if it
contains no othersasa subset.

The ATMS is incremental,receivingaconstantstreamof
additional nodes,additional assumptions,additional j usti-
fications and variousqueriesconcerningthe environments
in which nodeshold. To facilitate answeringthesequeries
the~~~T~MS maintainsfor eachnode ri asetof environments
{ E

1
Ek } (called the label) having the four properties:

1. Soundness.]a holds in each E~.

2. rconsistency.]E~is not nogood.

3. ICompleteness.] Every environment E in which a
holds is a supersetof someE~.

4. [Minimality.] No E~is a propersubsetof any other.

Given the label data structure the ATMS can efficiently
answer the query whethern holds in environment E by
checking whetherE is a supersetof someE~.The AIMS
also maintains a data-baseof all minimal nogoods.



3 The basic algorithm 6. Return WEAVE(a, I’, R).

The central task of the ATMS is to maintain node labels.
The only operation which can changeany node’s label is
the additionof ajmnstification. When a newjustification J
is supplied to the AIMS PROPAGATE(J, ~, {{}}) is in-
voked. PROPAGATE takesa particularjustification, an
optionalantecedentnodea (absenceis indicatedby ~), and
I a set of environmentsjust addedto the label of a. The
intuition behindthealgorithm is that it assumesthat node
labelsare correct before the introduction of the new jus-
tification and thereforeit only propagatesthe incremental
changescausedby a newjustification. Note that assump-
tionsare createdwith labelscontainingthe singleenviron-
ment containingitself andall other nodesarecreatedwith
empty labels. Themain work of thebasicalgorithm occurs
in step4 of WEAVE. (Viewed as propositional inference
each iteration of WEAVE resolvesa horn clause (i.e.. a
justification) in which h occurs negatively with another
horn clause(i.e., h with its label) to eliminate h.)

ALGORITHM PROPAGATE((ei ,...,.r.~ ~- n).a,[)

I. Compute the incremental label update. L
‘WEAVE(a, I, {~i~ . . . , e~).). If L is empty, return.

2. Updatelabel and recur.] UPDATE(L. a).

ALGORITHM UPDATE(L, ri)

1. ~Detect nogoods.[ If a ~, then call NOGOOD(E)
on eachE C L arid return.

2. [Update a’s label ensuringminirnality

(a) Delete every environmentfroni L which is a su-
persetof somelabel environmentof n.

(b) Delete every environment from the label of n
which is a supersetof someelementof L.

(c) Add everyremainingenvironmentof L to the la-
bel of a.

3. For everyjustification J in which a as mentionedas
an antecedent:

(a) [Propagatethe incrementalchange to a’s label
to its consequences.] Invoke
PROPAGATE(J, a, L).

(b) [Remove subsumed and inconsistent environ-
mentsfrom L.] Removefrom I. all environments
no longer in n’s label.

(c) [Early termination. If L {}, return.

ALGORITHM WEAVE(a, I. K)

1. Terminationcondition. If X is cnnptv. return I.

2. Iterate over theantecedentnodes. Let /t be the first
node of the list X’, and H the rest.

3. Avoid computing the full label. If h a, return
WEAVE(~,I, R).

I. ]lncrementallvconstructthe increnientallabel. Let I’
be the set of all environmentsformed by computing
the unionof an environmentof I andan environment
of h’s label.

5. rEnsurethat I’ is minimal and containsno known in-
consistency.] Removefrom I’ all duplicates,nogoods,
as well as any environmentsubsuniedby any other.

ALGORITIIM NOGOOD(E)

I. Mark E asnogood.

2. RemoveE and any supersetfrom every node label

This label propagationalgorithm is easilyshown to termni
nateand through carefulchoiceof data structurescan be
madevery efficient.

4 Hyperresolution
It is not possible to encodeevery possiblepropositional
formula asa setof horn clauses. As nimanv problemn solvers
wish to expressarbitrary propositional formulas relating
nodes and assumptions, 3. extends the basic AIMS to
accept positive clausesof assumptions.Given the assunnp-
tions A

1
1,~,choose{Ai,...,.t~}, representsthe posi-

tive clause .11 V . ‘ ‘ V .4~. It is possible to expressevery
propositional formula as a set of horn clausesand posi-
tive clausesof assumptions.The full ATMS acceptsboth
justifications and choosesas input.

The specificationof the full ATMS follows section2.2 ex-
cept that the initial clausesetC containsa positive clause
correspondingto eachchoose. Unfortunately,given the ex-
pandedclauseset, the label algorithm outlined in the pme-
vious section no longer ensureslabel consistencyor corn-
pleteness. By far the most seriousproblem is the loss of
label consistency namely there are nogoods logically
entailed by the clausesin C which thealgorithm does riot
find. Consider the following set of choosesandjustifica-
tions (upper-caseletters in ATMS input always refer to
assumptions):

choose{A,B)-,

.4,C I,

BC ~.

The basic algorithm will not discover {C} is nogood as
it can not consider the choose. To discover all logically
entailed nogoods,the full ATMS incorporatesa complex
hyperresolutionrule: Given a set of sets of inconsistent
assumptions~j (i.e., ATMS nogoods),anda positive clause
(i.e., an AIMS choose):

choose{.4
1

4k)-
aogood sj whereA~ a~and l~j ~ nj for all I < i.j <Ii

nogoodU~c~i{.4~}

An instanceof this rule is:

choose{..l, B)-
nogood{A,C}
aogood{B, C}

aogood{C }
which in propositional form is:

A V B
‘Ày ~C
By ~C



5 Negated assumptions
An earlier paper 3] demonstrateshow any clause can be
encodedas a set of AIMS inputs. However, thoseencod
ings require the introduction of extraneousassumptions.
needlessadditional justifications. and the many comnputa-
tional and implementationalcomplicationsintroduced by
the use of the hyperresolutionrule. We presentan cx
tended ATMS (NATMS Negatedassumption AIMS)
which achieveslabel consistencywithout the use of the
hyperresolutionrule, integrateswell with the basic algo-
rithm, producesmore complete node labels, and, when
needed,allows arbitrary clausesto be encodedmore ef-
ficiently and parsimoniously.The NAIMS allows negated
assumptionsto appeardirectly in justification antecedents.
The negationof assumptionA is a non-assumptionnode
andis referred to as

Every chooseis easily encodedas an NATMS justifica-
tion. For example,the choose,

ehoose{A,B, C}

is expressedby the NATMS justification,

.1, B,—C~.

Therefore, any full ATMS problemcan be trivially trans-
lated into an NATMS problem.

The specificationof the NATMS follows section 2.2 ex-
tended to allow antecedentsto justifications to include
negations of assumptionsbut negatedassumptionsmay
not appearin justification consequents7.The input clause
setC is producedby treatingjustifications asmaterial im-
plications and translating themri to clausal form. For ex-
ample, the justification: a, ~B c correspondsto the
clause ‘aV Bye (lower-caselettersin AIMS input always
refers to non-assumptionnodes). This examnpleillustrates
the NATMS is more general than tb’ full AIMS which
can only directly representpositive clausesof assumptions
(i.e., chooses).

6 The extended algorithm
The extendedlabelingalgorithm is basedon the observa-
tion that any negativeclauseof size Ii is logically equiv-
alent to any of the Ii implications with one literal on its
right-hand side. For example,

-~Av By C.

can be equivalentlyexpressedin the propositionalcalculus
asany of:

.1AB -C,

.IAC B,

BAC -.4.

The basic ATMS algorithm is basedon the idea that all
label updates can be letermined by propagating envi-
ronmnentsforward throughjustifications. Remainingwith
propagationas the basic technique, it is easy to see that
it is necessaryto encodeall of theseniaterial implications

2The current imnplemnentationsof all three forms of the
ATMS placeno restrictionson theconsequeritsofjustifications.
However, greatercaremust be taken in the specificationsand
algorithms thanspaceallows here.

asjustifications. Fortunately,it is also sufficient to ensure
label consistency.

Thereforethe NATMS algorithmnincorporatestheequiv
alent to the following inferencerule for minimal nogoods’

nogood{.4, Ai ,...,.4k}

4
k ~‘

For example, given initially empty labels, on discovering
the miew nogood:

nogood{A,B, C)-,

theNATMS producesthe following (where(z, L) indicates
L is the label for node representing.r):

(~A, {{B, C)-)-),

[B, {{.4, C)-)-),

[C, {{.4, B)-)-),
which has the sameeffect as having installed the following
justifications:

A, B —~-

A,C ~‘

B,C~ A.

The resolution exampleof section4 is encodedas follows:

—IA, B ~

A, C ~

B, C ~

Communicatingtheseto the AIMS immediately produces
the two nogoods{.4, C)- and {B, C} to which the minimal
nogoodrule applies 1 times producing:

(~.4,{{C}}),

(B, {fC}}),

(- C, {{A}, {B}~),
which when propagatedto the justification,

-~A, B -> ~

results in thediscoveryof the new nogood{C} asdesired.
Note that it is unnecessaryto computethe label for .1

unless that node appearsas an antecedentto some,Justi-
fication. Therefore, if there are no justifications referring
to a negationof an assumption,the ~ATMS is identical
to the basic AIMS. Only one step has to be added to the
function NOGOOD to achievelabel comisistemicy.

ALGORITHM NOGOOD’(E)

3. Handle negatedassumptions. Fur every .1 E
for which .1 appears in some justification call
UPDATE({E {A)-)-, A).

If assumption.1 hasappearedin nogoodsbefore .4 is used
in some antecedent,then the node .1 must be created
with the initial label NOGOOD’ would havecreatedfor
it had A appearedin somejustification beforeanynogood
wasdiscovered.

If all the NATMS justifications representeither basic
A’I’MS ,justiflcations (i.e., horn clauses) or chooses(i.e.,
positive clausesof assumptions),then the computational



complexity of this algorithm is no different than the one
employing the explicit hyperresolutionrule. They are es-
sentially doing the same work; this algorithm replacesa
singlehyperresolutionstepinvolving a chooseof sizek and
k nogoodswith k extendedlabel updatesand one con-
ventional label propagation. Considerthe consequentof
hyperresolutionrule:

nogood(j,[cs~ {A
1

}].
Removing each A~from each nogood a~is equivalent to
constructingthe label for ~ the iteratedunion ~ over
eachnogood is equivalentto constructingthe label for the
consequentof the justification ‘.

4
k, ‘ ‘ -, ~k —> ~, and

the outer nogood assertionis equivalent to marking the
computedlabel for V nogood.

It is immiportant to note that the useof negatedassump-
tions, as theuseof chooses,needsto he usedwith somecare
as it is easyit introduce an exponentialblowup in ATMS
computations.The addition of any justification can result
in thediscoveryof any number of miogoods,and every dis-
covery of a new nogood of size k can cause new label
propagationseachof which can result in the discoveryof
any number of nogoods. This blowup in AIMS compu-
tation is purely a consequenceof the fact that a problem
may havean exponentialnumberof flogoods that needto
be discovered.For manyproblemsthe expenseof ensuring
label co isistency is too high and a more pragmatic ap-
proach is to only apply step 3 of NOGOOD’ to nogoods
below a certain size. This is discussedin 5~.

7 Label completeness
Although the extendedlabeling algorithmn ensureslabel
soundness,consistencyand minimnahity, it does not, ensure
label completeness.Considerthe following example

A ~ b,

b.

If thereare no other justifications, the N AIMS will comn-
pute the label (b, {{A}}) which is incomplete as b holds
universally.

For most problem-solvingtasks label consistencyis far
more important than label completeness3 becauseit is
extremely important to avoid uselesswork on inconsistent
environments. As ensuringlabel completenessis so corn-
putationally expensive,the AIMS computesthe complete
label for a nodeonly upon request.

Foregoinglabel completenessrenders the NATMS po-
tentially uninterestingbecausethe trivial algorithm which
leaves all miode labels empty obeys the three remaining
propertiesof soundness,consistencyand minirnality. For-
tunately, it is possibleto clarify how close the algorithm
approximatesfull label consistency.

Note that miode labelswill be correctwith respectto the
union of the subsetof C which is horn and the implicit
justifications installed by the minimal nogood rule. This
ensuresthe following usefulapproximation to comnpletemiess
(following section 2.2):

3. Weak completeness.]Every environment E in which
a holds is a subsetor supersetof sonic B,.

Most ATMS-based problem-solversconstructglobal so-
lutions, or interpretations. An interpretation is a consis-
tent environment to which no other assumptionscan be

added without the combination becoming nogood. It is
absolutely crucial that the problem solver can determine
whether a miode holds or not in an interpretation. Fortu-
nately, the following holds.

3. Weak(interpretation)completeness:Every interpre-
tation I in which a holds is a supersetof some E~.

The two justifications for b at the beginning of this sec-
tion can be used to illustrate how the algorithm ensures
interpretation completeness.Accordingto label complete-
nessnodeb shouldhavean empty environnnentin its label.
Neverthelessinterpretation completenessis ensured. Con-
siderany interpretation I. If .4 C I then b holds trivially.
If .4 is not in I, it canonly be becauseit is inconsistentto
add it. This meansthere is a minimal nogoodsay n con-
sisting of .1 and other assumptionsof I. But the minimal
nogood inference rule would haveassignedthe consistent
environmenta {.t)- to node —A which propagatedto b.
As a {A)- is asubsetoff, b holds iii I. Thus b miecessarily
holds in every interpretation.

8 Encoding tricks
The NATMS negatedtechniqueallows it to encodenegated
non-assumptionnodesin antecedentsas well. For every
nodea which appearsnegatively in the antecedentof some
justification define a new assumption.1 and add the fol-
lowing two justifications:

For example, given,

A -~ n,

~‘ ~Tj,

~a,B ~

a,D~ I,.,

using this emicodingprovides:

(c, {{B, D)-)-).

Note that this encoding has the inconveniencethat the
assumptionscreatedpurely for encodingpurposesnow ap-
pearirs node’s labels. Theseassumptionshave no signifi-
cance for the inferenceengineand should be ignored by it
(see [3]). Note also if the negatednodesappearin
quents of inference-enginesupplied justifications, then an
additional assumptionandjustification set must be added
to ensuretotal symmetry betweena and mi.

In some casesa problem solver may want to force the
negationof an assumptionto be an assumptionas well in
order to have it appearin miode labels. Such assumptions
must he explicitly encodedas two justifications. The as—
sumptioli which is the negation of .4, i.e.. ‘-~ A is created
with the following two justifications connectingit to A:

A,~~.1-~~,

-A, .1 ~-

This has the result that thereare two expressionsfor the
negationof A: (1) -.4 which is not anassumption.and(2)

A which is an assumption. The basic difference is that
the assumption .4 appearsin labelswhile node A does
not.



9 Backtracking
The label propagationtechniquepresentedin this paperis
equivalent to installing a set of new AIMS-createdjusti-
ficationswhenevera new nogood is discovered. This idea
is similar to thedependency-directedbacktracking(DDB)
schemedescribed by Doyle 6]. The NATMS extended
labeling alg >rithm is, in effect, performing dependency-
directed backtrackingin all contextssimultaneously,

For Doyle an assumptionis a node supportedby a non-
monotonicjustification. A rion-monotonicjustification in-
cludes an additional outlist of nodeswhich must all be
absentfrom a context for theconsequentto hold. Thede-
nials of the assumptionare the memnbemsof theoutlist. In
manycasesassumptionshaveonly onedenial their own
negation. A (justification-based)TMS idiomn is to assumne

by installing thejustification:

out ,r >

This statesthat .r holds in acontext until there is support
for ~r. In NATMS terms this non-mnonotonicjustificatiomi
is encodedby mnaking .r an assumption, ~.rj the negation
of that assumnption,amid discarding the justification. E’x-
tremniely simplified, Doyle’s DDB algorithm, which operates
within a singlecontext, is as follows.

I. Find the maximal3 assumptionsS {.1~, .. .1,,)- by
tracing through thedependenciesof the currently be-
lieved contradiction,

2. SelectsomeA~,the culprit from S. Forceassumption
A~out by justifying somedenial (intuitively .4,) of
the culprit with ajustification whoseantecedentsare
~

The effect of installing the justification in step 2 is to re-
tract one of the current assumptionstherefore removing
the contradiction. Doyle calls this dependency-directed
backtracking becausehis TMS analyzes the dependency
structureunderlyinga contradictionto determinewhat as-
sumption to retract. The NAIMS approachis similar to
Doyle’s. Step I of DDB is handledautomatically by the
AIMS as it explicitly representsthe assumptionsumiderly-
ing every node. Step 2 ui DDB is equivalent to applying
the extendedlabel rule of section 6 once,

10 Non-monotonicity
The preceding section suggeststhere is a close connec-
tion betweennon-monotonicjustifications and negatedas-
sumptions. The ATMS can only representcertain kinds
of non—monotonicjustifications. To encode general non-
mnonotonicjustifications in the NAT MS requiresmnoresub-
stantial extensions. Therehavebeena variety of proposals
to encodenon-monotonicjustifications in the AIMS, but
most are either faulty 3; 7] or not general II. In an
attempt to encodenon-monotonicjustifications DressIer
7 has independemitlyextendedthe AIMS in a very simn-
ilar way to that presentedin this paper by imitroducing
‘Out-assumptions.’ An out-assumptioncorrespondsto an

3DoyIe’s TMS allowsassumptionsto be supportedby justi-
fications andhence,ultimately, on other assumptions. An as-
sumptionis non-maximalif it only supportsthecontradictions

NATMS assumnptioncreatedto representthe negation of
somne node. Although the useof negatedassumptionsap-
proximatessome of the effects of non-monotonicity, they
are insufficient becausethere is no convenientway to rep-
resemit ~vell-foundedness. Encoding non-monotonicjustifi.
cationsin an AIMS is an open researchtopic.

11 Proofs
This paperhasmademany claims,without proof, that the
algorithm achievesits specifications. This is the subject
of a forthcoming paper which shows that the basic, full
and negatedATMS algorithms emisure the specified label
properties.
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